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Discover your creative side with Zenescope Entertainment's Alice in Wonderland Adult Coloring

Book, the follow up edition to the Best-Selling Grimm Fairy Tales Adult Coloring Book. This fun and

original coloring book is a gorgeous collection of popular and iconic cover artwork from one of the

best-selling comic book series of the past decade, ready for you to put your distinctive spin on! With

beautifully detailed drawings from some of the most talented artists in comic books, you can bring

the fantastical Wonderland Realm to lifeâ€”whether you're looking for a relaxing and fun way to

unwind, or to practice your colorist skills. It's time to follow your imagination down the rabbit

hole!"Price Includes VAT"
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This is the second coloring book released by Zenescope.The first was Grimm Fairy Tales, featuring

artwork from the comic of the same name. In that book they included 40 illustrations and 5 pattern

pages. On the cover it stated that it had "46 illustrations to color." I am going to assume that they

included one of the small illustrations on the title, publication or how-to pages. Not really sure what

one.This second book is more focused on Alice in Wonderland, obviously.In this book you have the

title, publication and how-to pages, just like the first.In this volume you get quite a few more pattern

pages. 15 to be exact.And only 28 actual illustrations. Plus, there is now a page full of Zenescope

social media information and a "coming soon" page. Looks like they will be releasing a fourth

coloring book. The third is available for pre-order on .So the first book had 45 illustrations not



including the intro pages.This book has 43, not including intro pages.2 less illustrations, and instead

they used them to push sales and social media. Which they could have technically done on one of

the three intro pages. 11% of the first book was patterns (5/45).35% of this book is

patterns.OUCH!!!!That means 12 less illustrations in this book.Also, I am not a huge fan of the paper

quality in these books. It is just basic printer paper.I will definitely have to scan and print these onto

a heavier stock.Hopefully Zenescope goes back to having a higher concentration of illustrations in

their books. I appreciate a few of the pattern pages for testing out color combos and shading, but I

think there are too many in this book. Another thing to note on the pattern pages...none of them

travel into the binding.Btw, if you are a huge Queen of Hearts fan, get this book. There are quite a

few pics of her in here.

Hubby started my coloring book addiction by buying the Grimm Fairy Tales coloring book. And I

have to say I like that one better than this one.. I really don't like the pages that are wasted on

wallpaper type images. But the real art work images that doesn't look like the images were copied

and pasted over n over to fill a page are GREAT! This type of images aren't for everyone, when it

comes to Fantasy type of coloring books I can't hold back. Book seems to be glue bound, white

paper, as far as the weight of paper (I have seen worse). Different pencils for different paper as I

always say. Printed on one side is ALWAYS a PLUS in my book. HAPPY coloring!!

I bought this book against my own rules not to buy books that do not have thumbnails. Bad

decision. The only page in this book that is even similar to the one on the cover is the one that looks

like the cover page. The others are dark or they are just plain ugly. I think I got taken. Never again

will I buy a book without preview pages. Can I have my money back?

Excellent price & came right on time! Absolutely beautiful designs so much fun to color!

Pics have a lot of black, not good for coloring!

I really liked the first Grim Fairy Tales book, but was disappointed by this book. I was expecting

more of the rare female character cover photos from the comic series and disappointed by the lack

of these.

The art is mostly incredible, the paper quality acceptable to good, and it's not double sided!My



biggest gripe with this book is I think much of it was drawn much larger then reduced for the book,

as some of the detail is impossibly small. It's a very high difficulty book but an absolute must for any

adult Alice lover!

If you like Alice keep in mind there's a lot of filler pages in this book and not a ton of Alice photos. If

you like a combination of both you might like this. Ok paper no perforated pages. Would use colored

pencils or a page in between for wet mediums.
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